
 
 
Attention: The Editor 

For immediate release 

 

FlyWestair launches Eros Airport to Ondangwa route 

 

FlyWestair, Westair Aviation’s new scheduled passenger airline, is proud to announce a new route between               

Eros Airport Windhoek and Ondangwa four times per week. The flights, which are scheduled for every                

Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday, will depart twice daily (see schedule below).  

 

On Monday 24 June 2019, Westair Aviation’s first scheduled passenger flight took off from Eros Airport to                 

Oranjemund. The company was granted Designated Carrier status by the Namibian Transport Commission             

earlier this year. This accreditation makes Westair Aviation an official scheduled passenger airline, with              

flights to various destinations within the country and the sub region, under the brand name FlyWestair. The                 

first route to have rolled out was three scheduled flights per week from Eros Airport in Windhoek to                  

Oranjemund. This makes the route between Eros Airport and Ondangwa the company’s second local route,               

with more to follow. 

 

Additional new destinations to be introduced include Cape Town (serviced form Oranjemund and Windhoek),              

Walvis Bay and Johannesburg. Local flights on these routes are planned to start shortly, with regional flights                 

introduced from August 2019 subject to on service agreements being reached with authorities and service               

 



 
providers.  

Eros Airport Windhoek - Ondangwa Schedule: 

MORNING: 

Departure Windhoek ERS: 06:30 

Check-in: 05:30 

Flight 1 hour 

Arrival Ondangwa: 07:30 

 

Departure Ondangwa: 08:00 

Check-in: 07:00 

Flight 1 hour 

Arrival Windhoek: 09:00 

 

AFTERNOON: 

Departure Windhoek ERS: 17:45 

Check-in: 16:45 

Flight 1 hour 

Arrival Ondangwa: 18:45 

 

Departure Ondangwa: 19:15 

Check-in: 18:15 

Flight 1 hour 

Arrival Windhoek: 20:15 

 

Flights can be booked through all major travel agencies, or directly through the Westair reservations office on                 

fly@westair.com.na. Customers can also visit www.flywestair.com for online bookings. 

 

http://www.flysetair.com/


 
Customer booking number +264833390063 

 

 

End.  

Attachments: 3X photos, FlyWestair flight schedule as of 5 July 2019.  

For more information, contact  

media@westair.com.na 

 

 


